CASE STUDY

Axis upgrades security at Airport Fontanarossa.

Former analog system migrates to network thanks to Axis encoders and
HDTV resolution of new IP cameras guaranteeing superior image quality.
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Result

The main airport in Sicily and the first in Southern Italy
with high domestic traffic and several connections to
mid-range European and extra-European destinations
had an outdated video surveillance system that could
no longer ensure ideal control of apron surveillance. The
low-definition analog system it used did not offer
sufficient image quality and left some of the airport’s
areas uncovered.

With a low-budget investment compared to the cost of
installing a new system from scratch, a larger area can be
monitored and video quality is considerably improved.
The greater reliability of the system has led to the
substantial reduction of false alarms. Video information
is shared with public safety institutions.

Solution
To salvage the former investment, management decided
to resort to employing Axis video encoders to transfer
the infrastructure to IP and integrate Axis HDTV digital
cameras in strategic points that could cover all the
airport’s aprons. To provide enhanced efficiency and
share information with other public safety institutions,
the infrastructure of the network designed for the
apron was separated from the local network.
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“Axis products have made it possible to satisfy the requirements of operators, who can count
on high-resolution images and a complete view of the entire apron. The enhanced video quality
has enabled us to efficiently handle critical situations.“
Antonio Palumbo, Infrastructural Maintenance and SAC system Manager, Catania Airport Co..

Integration of analog into IP
The international airport of Catania Fontanarossa, since
2007 named after Vincenzo Bellini, Italian composer
born in the Sicilian capital, among the most celebrated
opera composers of the nineteenth century, is the most
important airport in Sicily and ranks sixth of all Italian
airports, with roughly 7 million passengers each year.
The apron area, i.e. the space reserved for aircraft parking for passenger boarding and unboarding, the loading
and unloading of goods and mail, refueling, parking and
maintenance featured an analog video surveillance system that was no longer fit to satisfy operator requirements in terms of quality and reliability.
Work to adapt the former system followed two lines for
development: first of all, the use of seven AXIS Q7406
Blade Video Encoders in AXIS 291 1U rack configuration
made it possible to preserve the analog system in use
and to make the most of all the advantages of digital
technology, allowing also other agencies based at the
airport to simultaneously switch on live play of the
images captured by the cameras. Thanks to the
resourceful advice of Axis experts and the work of Free
Sat Telecomunicazioni srl technicians, it also proved
possible to configure the analog domes for tilting and
use both video transmission and telemetric data.

The infrastructure dedicated to the video surveillance of
the airport’s aprons has been separated from the rest of
the local network, so as not to interfere with the service
information and to provide more safety and video
streaming speed.
With the Axis video encoders, the analog cameras have
returned to work properly, thanks to the reliability of
digital systems. They will however, as soon as possible,
be replaced with new AXIS Q6035-E PTZ Dome
Network Cameras which, besides featuring Wide
Dynamic Range, like those already installed, to provide
enhanced object visibility in the brightest and darkest
areas of a scene, will make it possible to configure
automatic patrol runs.
“I feel the need to stress how simple Axis products are to
install and configure. As for their reliability, I have always
received positive feedback from customers whom I have
worked for,” commented Carmelo Vinciullo, owner of Free
Sat Telecomunicazioni srl.

Second, the installation of three AXIS Q6034-E Dome
PTZ Network Cameras has contributed a number of
zoomed details, like the reading of serial numbers of
approaching aircraft, thanks to the optical zoom 18x
combined with a digital 12x and high-resolution images
of extensive areas, with HDTV and the visual field in
16:9 format.
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